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NHS Zero Tolerance Policy  
 
As a Practice we are very aware that visiting your clinician can, at times, be stressful and concerning 
for patients. Delays in obtaining appointments, prescriptions and delays in surgery times, due to 
unforeseen emergency appointments, can also add to these concerns. 
 
At Upton Village Surgery we will always strive to meet patient expectation and deliver the highest 
standards of healthcare to all. For the vast majority of our patients we achieve this standard despite 
the finite resources and steadily increasing demand for services that exist today within the NHS. 
 
In future, whenever there is an incident of aggressive, verbally abusive or inappropriate behaviour I 
have instructed all staff to refer the patient to myself as Practice Manager. Sometimes 
misunderstandings can occur and I will always seek a fair and equitable solution. However, where 
aggressive, verbally abusive or inappropriate behaviour is persistent then a patient may be asked to 
leave the premises and no appointment will be extended on that day. Threatening, abusive, violent or 
inappropriate behaviour, which is thankfully rare, will not be tolerated in any form whatsoever. The 
Police will be called in all cases of violence and a patient will be removed from the Practice List 
immediately. Experience in other Practices has shown that a track record of aggressive, intimidating 
and abusive behaviour often leads to even more unacceptable forms when left unchallenged. 
 
Patients, who shout, swear or bully our staff and clinicians by acting in an intimidating manner will be 
asked to leave the premises. They may not been seen by a Nurse or GP if the risk is deemed too 
high. 
 
On occasions when the relationship between a Practice and a patient breaks down irretrievably, 
patients may be removed from the Practice List.  Patients that are to be removed from the Practice 
List will be advised in writing and given 14 days to re-register at another Practice of their choice.  If 
the patient has not made these arrangements within 14 days then they will be allocated to another 

Practice. 
 
For the vast majority of patients the above policy will enable us to deliver our goal of a continuous 
policy of improvement of service. I would therefore seek the support and co-operation of us all to work 
together in any difficult times. Continued aggressive, intimidating patient behaviour, inappropriate 
behaviour or repeated refusal to adhere to policy and procedural issues may result in that patient 
being removed from the Practice List. We seek to avoid that except as a very last resort.  However for 
the protection of all patients and also for that of our staff and clinicians the above policy is now in 
place and will be strictly observed.   
 
Sharon King 
Practice Manager         


